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Alright, here we go!  Like being on the first day of a trip somewhere 
new, the season stretches out before us.  Your six month produce 
journey begins!  And like travelling, we hope that some of your favorite 
experiences are the least expected ones.  Trying new crops and recipes 
can be one of the best parts of joining a CSA, and eating seasonally is 
always it’s own reward.  From all of us at the farm, a very sincere thank 
you for placing your trust in us, we are excited to get the season rolling 
after a long and challenging winter.  Surely some sunshine is around the 
corner. 
   It doesn’t take being a farmer to have noticed that this has been an 
exceptionally wet, cold, wet, I mean really, really wet start to the season.  Granted we’ve been spoiled the 
past few years, but even look back to when we started farming in 2000, we’re hard pressed to remember a 
year quite like this.  So… thank goodness for greenhouses, which we’ve been making the most of this spring, 
squeezing in plantings between rows of perennials, and doing our best to stay caught up.   

 A few quick reminders on the season – we ask that you unpack your produce at the drop spot into your 
own bags or box, and leave the empty totes stacked with lids off at your drop spot.  Any forgotten shares are 
left until noon the following day, but we make no guarantees beyond official pick up time.  If you forget or 
are unable to pick up by 8pm Wednesday, you are welcome to go by and check for it the next morning.  To 
cancel your box for vacation credit, please notify the farm by phone or email, with a minimum of five days 
notice.  We offer up to two weeks of vacation credit during the season, and mail out $20 vouchers good at 
our farm stand on River Road, or at any of our farmers market booths any time.  Also, don’t forget to 
mention you are a CSA member for your 10% CSA discount when buying anything additional this season. 

  Some crop notes for the week.  Salad mix is washed at the farm, but we recommend a final rinse at home.  
Spinning it dry and re-bagging will help it last as long as possible in your fridge, but is not absolutely 
necessary.  Beautiful basil this week, some of the first cuts out of the greenhouse are always the most 
luscious and fragrant.  We get lots of question about the best way to store it, some swear by trimming the 
ends and keeping it like a bouquet of flowers in water on the counter.  I always just keep it dry in a bag in 
the fridge and try to use it up within a few days.  Making pesto is so easy and delicious, and preserves it a 
few days further if you don’t eat it all up in one night.  Pesto is wonderful made with green garlic in place of 
garlic cloves in your favorite recipe – a stalk or two per bunch of basil is usually about right.  Green garlic is 
the young plant pulled up whole, so the most pungent part is the white at the bottom, which eventually will 
bulb up, but you can use all the way up to within a few inches of the tops.  These, as well as your onion tops 
make a great addition to vegetable stock.  I will go on and on about stock another time, I’m a big fan and it’s 
a great way to upcycle your compost! 
   Raab is a term used to refer to the flowering stalks of any brassicas, this week its cut from our 
overwintered Red Russian kale.  Similar to rapini or sprouting broccoli, the stems are very tender and sweet.  
I usually cut off the bottom two inches or so, quickly blanch in boiling water (1 minute, don’t overcook), 
plunge into ice water and then sautee a few minutes more with a bit of olive oil, and maybe some green 
garlic.  Delicious!  Rhubarb will stew up into a wonderful sauce to top oatmeal, pancakes, yogurt or ice 
cream.  Just rinse, chop into ½ inch slices, add a bit of water and sugar to taste and cook in a small, heavy 
bottom pan till thick and juicy.  Or combine with apples in a simple crisp or galette.   Strawberries are still a 
few weeks off but looking good.  Thanks again, and enjoy the season!  Sophie 

In your box 
	  

Salad mix 
Romaine lettuce 
Red Radish 
Green Vates kale 
Bunched baby onions 
Kale raab 
Basil 
Green garlic 
Rhubarb 
 
 


